AudioXtend: Assisted Reality Visual Accompaniments for Audiobook Storytelling During Everyday Routine Tasks
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ABSTRACT

The rise of multitasking in contemporary lifestyles has positioned audio-first content as an essential medium for information consumption. We present AudioXtend, an approach to augment audiobook experiences during daily tasks by integrating glanceable, AI-generated visuals through optical see-through head-mounted displays (OHMDs). Our initial study showed that these visual augmentations not only preserved users' primary task efficiency but also dramatically enhanced immediate auditory content recall by 33.3% and 7-day recall by 32.7%, alongside a marked improvement in narrative engagement. Through participatory design workshops.

Figure 1: AudioXtend in action: Integrating glanceable visuals on optical see-through head-mounted displays (OHMDs) for enhanced incidental learning in multitasking contexts. (1) A third-person view and first-person perspective of a real-world walking activity where AudioXtend's AI-generated visuals and auditory narration synchronize for an improved learning experience. (2) Another third-person view and first-person perspective of a user cooking without disruption while using AudioXtend.
involving digital arts designers, we crafted a set of design principles for visual augmentations that are attuned to the requirements of multitaskers. Finally, a 3-day take-home field study further revealed new insights for everyday use, underscoring the potential of assisted reality (AR) to enhance heads-up listening and incidental learning experiences.
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**1 INTRODUCTION**
Audiobooks have carved out a unique space within the realm of storytelling, offering a modern, digitized form of narrative experience. The art of narration enlivens content with layers of tone, pacing, and emotion, offering an immersive experience that is distinct from text-based reading [47, 80]. Audiobooks have garnered immense popularity due to its ease of access and the convenience of hands-free and eyes-free consumption, often in multitasking scenarios [12, 70]. As many as 70% of audiobook listeners consume audio-first information while multitasking, such as while doing chores or exercising [93]. This underscores how the auditory channel has become a compelling means of content absorption in today’s fast-paced world.

Despite notable advantages, audiobooks are not without limitations in the learning context. Previous works have shown significantly lower levels of memory retention and comprehension when learning from audiobooks compared to traditional text [24]. Here, the concept of informal and incidental learning, as defined by Livingstone [64] and Schugurensky [101], is central to our approach. In contrast to formal learning which is typically structured and classroom-based, incidental learning takes place unintentionally, as a byproduct of some other activity [67]. For example, someone might learn historical facts while listening to a historical novel about a soldier on her car radio. Similarly, audiobooks are often consumed during everyday routine activities as they allow multitasking [46], providing a unique opportunity for incidental learning. Given this context of incidental learning during activities like commuting or cleaning, we aim for AudioXtend to leverage story-driven narratives (explained further in Section 2.2) to enhance the informal and incidental learning experience.

As suggested by Lee et al. [59], one contributing factor for poorer retention is the nature of audio as an invisible, intangible, and ephemeral medium that ‘dissipates’ as soon as narrated, providing no visual anchor for the listener. Prompted by these challenges, we asked: Is it possible to retain the multitasking advantages of audiobooks while enriching the learning experience? This motivated us to explore the idea of subtle and glanceable visual augmentations on Optical See-Through Head-Mounted Displays (OST-HMDs, OHMDs) as a supportive and complementary channel to audio-first content.

Past works have established the positive effects of illustrative visuals in facilitating learning, enhancing attention, memory and comprehension [29, 99], offering cognitive anchors that assist in information retention [86]. However, their usage alongside audiobooks can limit capabilities in the everyday multitasking context, presenting a dilemma: How can we combine visual augmentations with its auditory-base without compromising the primary task’s performance?

To investigate this question, we introduce AudioXtend, a technique designed to augment auditory content with subtle, glanceable AI-generated visuals via OHMDs. By leveraging story-driven narratives from audiobooks as the primary modality channel, AudioXtend aims to enrich the user experience and enhance content absorption by adding synchronized illustrative visuals as a complement. It is worth noting that this proposal is conceptually distinct from video-based learning. Videos tend not to be designed for multitasking situations, often requiring full attention to continuous and persistent audio and visual components [83]. Audiobooks, however, are primarily consumed in situations where the auditory channel is more freely available, such as while exercising, commuting or performing household chores. The objective here is not to transform audiobooks into videos, but to augment them with selective visual illustrations that can be glanced at briefly to enrich engagement and retention without disrupting the multitasking context. This approach seeks to create an improved audiobook experience that maximizes the outcomes of incidental learning, without hampering the performance of primary tasks or diluting the core audiobook experience.

With this goal, we began in Study 1 by empirically evaluating a “naive” case of visual augmentations on memory recall and engagement, comparing it with audio-only content. In so doing, we established the potential contribution of such an audio-primary and visual-secondary design. Study 1 also revealed a variety of emerging factors which called for a more nuanced exploration of design factors for AudioXtend. Thus, we further extended our inquiry of the “what, when and how” by conducting participatory design workshops setup with everyday multitasking stations to yield crucial insights on the design space. Lastly, a take-home field study served to validate our framework’s applicability and benefits in real-world settings. Our findings reveal that AudioXtend significantly enhances recall (immediate and 7-day) and engagement, while preserving the efficiency of users’ primary tasks. These insights lay the foundation for reimagining audio-first experiences via assisted reality technology, suggesting that strategic visual augmentations could improve how we engage with auditory media in multitasking scenarios.

The contributions of this work include:
1. An empirically-validated approach, AudioXtend, that leverages OHMDs to provide glanceable visual augmentations synchronized with audiobook content.
2 RELATED WORK
This section outlines previous works that inform our approach, broken down into four key areas.

2.1 Audio-based Learning and Cognitive Theories
Audiobooks have gained prominence not just as a convenient method for consuming literature but also as an educational platform offering literacy improvement and vocabulary development [58]. Studies have shown that the combination of reading while listening can improve both reading fluency and comprehension, especially for younger or struggling readers [34, 105].

The dominant focus of HCI research on audiobooks, however, has been on enhancing user interface designs [59] and creating mood-augmenting environments [85, 112]. There remains a gap in explorations of the audiobook as potentially more than a unimodal medium. Specifically, little work has been done to explore how audiobooks could integrate additional channels of information, such as visuals, to create a richer learning experience.

Established cognitive theories in text-based learning offer valuable insights that are relevant to this extension. For example, Schallert [99] identified that illustrations help readers focus their attention on information in text and reorganize information into useful mental models. Paivio’s “Conceptual Peg” hypothesis proposes that mental imagery, represented through illustrations or visuals, serves as “pegs” onto which verbal information can be “hooked” for easier storage and retrieval [86]. Paivio also highlights the integrative function of verbal and non-verbal systems where language can evoke mental imagery and vice-versa. Similarly, Mayer’s Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning [71] shows that using both auditory and visual channels can reduce cognitive load, which is especially important in the multitasking context.

Supporting this, empirical tests like those by Jiang et al. underline the efficacy of multimedia glosses in vocabulary learning [53], demonstrating marked improvements in vocabulary recognition and retention. Orrantia’s work further highlights the benefit of visual aids, especially for learners who might find it challenging to form mental representations from text alone [84]. Despite these promising results, no studies have been undertaken to apply them to the audiobook context. This requires moving beyond the perception that audiobooks are a strictly unimodal medium, and exploring multimodal design possibilities.

2.2 Story-driven Narratives in Audiobook Format
The choice to leverage story-driven narratives in AudioXtend is inspired by existing research on narrative and expository content. Presented and organized differently, many theorized differences in each category’s potential for readers to retain and comprehend the information presented [39, 41]. A meta-analysis conducted by Wolfe and Mienko [119] investigating memory and comprehension of narrative and expository texts found that stories were more easily understood and better recalled than essays. Past research also suggests that narrative text better complements the audiobook format than expository text [105]. Expository texts, conventionally viewed as “informational” due to their factual and data-rich content, align better with the print medium. Print allows readers to control their pace, revisit complex sections, and engage in thorough analysis. This focused concentration and detailed processing is more effectively achieved through reading than listening. Conversely, narrative texts, characterized by their story-driven structure and focus on characters and plot, align well with the audiobook format.

The sequential and time-bound nature of narratives complements the listening experience, allowing for a more immersive and emotionally engaging interaction with the content [94]. Audiobooks enhance the story’s impact by bringing characters to life through voice and tone, thereby making the narrative more memorable and relatable [14, 87, 91]. This natural fit of narrative texts in audiobooks underpins our study’s focus on visually augmented audiobooks. By leveraging the inherent strengths of audiobooks in presenting narratives, we aim to enhance the overall learning experience in the context of everyday activities where audiobooks are increasingly becoming a popular choice.

2.3 Multitasking in Everyday Settings
Research has repurposed the Activities of Daily Living (ADL) framework, which was originally conceived for patient rehabilitation, to categorize common daily tasks such as cooking and dressing [27]. This taxonomy is particularly relevant when understanding the interaction between incidental learning through audiobooks and everyday task engagement. Prior work has proposed a resource interaction model [125] that further elucidates this by considering how individuals allocate cognitive and physical resources across tasks. The model provides an inspiration to evaluate the suitability of adding visual augmentations to audiobooks depending on the task at hand.

This line of research aligns with developments in OHMDs and assisted reality technology, which shows promise for optimizing information processing in multitasking environments, given its see-through capabilities [38, 95]. They also enable hands-free operation, thereby reducing the fatigue associated with holding a device for extended periods [88]. These features position OHMDs as a compelling platform for on-the-go incidental learning, but also highlights the need to design content for effective multitasking without cognitive overload.

2.4 Glanceable Design in Assisted Reality for Learning
The concept of “glanceability,” or the ease with which a user can quickly obtain the necessary information with a quick glance, has been explored in various contexts, from augmented reality (AR) to smartwatches and peripheral displays [11, 16, 48, 66, 68, 69, 79, 109].
In the realm of AR, Lu et al. examined glanceable information access methods on head-worn devices, emphasizing the importance of the user’s ability to quickly obtain relevant data without disrupting ongoing tasks [66]. Similarly, Blascheck et al. evaluated glanceable visualizations on smartwatches, demonstrating the efficacy of quick, low-effort data comparisons [11].

In the context of multitasking and ADL, glanceability can significantly influence the success of information absorption. Peripheral displays like SIDeshow and the Information Percolator have been designed to offer glanceable, ambient awareness of critical information [16, 48]. Matthews et al. extended this notion into the design principles for glanceable peripheral displays, providing a foundation upon which OHMD-based solutions like the proposed AudioXtend can build [68, 69].

Similar to research seen in AR and peripheral display research, the challenge we address is integrating glanceability into the AudioXtend system, to support incidental learning and effective multitasking without overwhelming the user’s cognitive resources.

3 STUDY 1: COMPARING AUDIOBOOK WITH AUDIOXTEND

To examine the foundational case of whether visual augmentations serve to enhance the experience of consuming audiobooks, we employed illustrations that are based on preliminary parameters derived from early exploratory tests. This study seeks to answer the fundamental question: Are illustrations a useful supplement to audiobooks? On these grounds, we hypothesize the following:

H1 The audio+illustrations modality leads to better content recall immediately and after 7 days when compared to the audio-only modality. Incorporating visual cues should theoretically enhance the cognitive process by allowing for dual encoding (i.e. visual and auditory) [86], thereby improving recall.

H2 The audio+illustrations modality is rated as more engaging compared to the audio-only modality. Visual storytelling elements have been found in previous works to augment the emotional engagement and attentional focus of the user by enriching the narrative [42], thereby making the overall experience more immersive.

H3 There is no difference in primary task performance, perceived disruption to primary activity and perceived task load between the audio-only and audio+illustrations modality. Since the illustrations are designed to be subtle and glanceable, they are intended to complement rather than interfere with the primary task, thereby not increasing the overall cognitive load [117].

3.1 Participants

We recruited 12 participants (6 Females, 6 Males) from the university community. Their mean age was 23.8 (SD = 1.94) years. All were fluent in English, and spoke it either as their first or second language. All had prior experience listening to audio-first content (e.g. podcasts, audiobooks), but had never listened to the audiobook materials used in the study (refer to Materials section). Each participant was compensated $7.5/h for their time. All studies were approved by the IRB of our institution, and an informed consent was obtained from every participant.

3.2 Measures

Our research, while touching upon multitasking effectiveness, primarily aims to address existing pain points of audiobook listeners. A key challenge for audiobook listeners, as highlighted in the introduction, is the reduced retention of content compared to reading printed books, especially since listening often occurs in multitasking contexts. We therefore measure that visual augmentations improve content recall without compromising multitasking performance. Narratives in audiobooks serve broader purposes beyond factual recall, and measuring the retention of story details serves as a proxy for other dimensions of engagement. This approach aligns with existing literature in psychology and learning science, where recall has been used to evaluate engagement with narrative content [2, 7, 123]. Our goal is also to improve subjective enjoyment and emotional impact of the stories. Thus, we included a subjective scale to evaluate overall engagement with the content.

Recall (Immediate and 7-day). We assessed both immediate and 7-day retention via a free recall test which required participants to “Write down all that you remember and understood of the content (be as descriptive as possible)”, similar to that used by Ram et al. [89]. This gauges users’ ability to retrieve information from memory without significant cues. Two independent raters marked the tests using a predefined marking scheme which awarded 1 point for correct content (names, objects, actions, events, concepts), descriptive-ness (details on content), and comprehension (interpretation of context, emotions or motivations). Inter-rater reliability was assessed using the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). With an average measures ICC of 0.908 (95% CI [0.80, 0.97]), the reliability among raters was deemed high. Consequently, the final recall score for each participant was determined by averaging the scores from the two raters. Seven days post-experiment, participants received a prompt for the follow-up recall test in the same format.

Primary Task Performance. Performance was measured as a percentage of the participant’s preferred speed in two tasks: walking and folding laundry. This metric indicates the relative slowdown a participant experiences when multitasking with the audiobook. To obtain the preferred speed, we first recorded the distance walked or number of completed laundry items folded in a 2 min “calibration” phase. The percentage of preferred speed (0-100%) was then obtained by dividing the speed of the primary task by the preferred speed.

Narrative Engagement Scale. Participants rated their engagement using a 7-point Likert scale that encompasses 4 constructs with 3 questions each: Narrative understanding, Attentional focus, Presence, and Emotional engagement. This is a well-established scale developed by [15], used in many past works such as [44, 62, 77, 104], and can be combined into a measure of overall engagement or divided into sub-scales that distinguish among different aspects of engagement.

Perceived Multitasking Experience. Participants rated the extent to which the audiobook disrupted their primary task using a single
7-point Likert scale question: How smooth was your experience of executing the primary task (walking navigation or folding clothes) while simultaneously engaging with the audiobook content or viewing illustrations?

NASA-TLX. The NASA-TLX [45] assessed participants’ perceived task load, capturing the physical and mental effort exerted, through a rating system.

3.3 Materials

3.3.1 Audiobook Selection. We selected audiobooks with a narrative/story structure to ensure that illustrations could effectively complement and enhance the auditory experience. For greater ecological validity, tracks were sourced from real-life, well-produced audiobooks released by established publishing houses.

To mitigate potential confounding factors related to familiarity, we ensured, via a pre-experiment survey, that participants had neither read nor listened to the selected books. For the study, we extracted 5-minute excerpts from each:

1. “Blood Work” by Michael Connelly (Read by Dick Hill, Audible)
2. “Dogs of Riga” by Henning Mankell (Read by Dick Hill, Audible)
3. “The Martian” by Andy Weir (Read by RC Bray, Podium Publishing)

To further control for potential confounds related to comprehension difficulty, we selected audiobook tracks that exhibited similar levels of readability. All chosen tracks scored either 82 or 83 on the Flesch Reading Ease Test. This score indicates that the content is likely to be understood by someone with at least a 6th-grade education (approximately age 11).

3.3.2 AI-assisted Image Generation. For each 5-minute audiobook track, 14-16 images were generated to synchronize with the content. Based on feedback from early testing, this was the ideal range. With an iterative approach and the assistance of GPT-4 [1], a Large Language Model (LLM) from OpenAI, one experimenter identified sections within the 5-minute passage that held high relevance to content, emotional impact, significance within the overall passage, and potential for translation into visual representations.

Two other independent experimenters subsequently refined this initial draft. In cases of dispute, discussions were held to reach a consensus. Based on this refined draft, illustrations were generated using the AI Image generation tool, Microsoft Bing [72].

Each prompt provided to the AI began with “Simple outline drawing, no fills, with a black background…” We opted for a black background because, when displayed on OHMD hardware such as the Xreal Light (see Section 3.3.3), black color on screen appears transparent. This allowed only white outlines of the illustrations to appear superimposed on the external environment, creating a less obtrusive visual experience for the user.

The most apt and accurate illustrations were collaboratively chosen and synchronized with the audiobook track using a video editor. A second experimenter further refined this synchronization by testing the visuals on the OHMD. Based on early feedback, the placement of these visuals was deliberately off-center (to the left) and sized at 400 by 400 pixels (refer to first-person view in Figure 3). This design choice was made as it least disrupted the user’s line of vision, ensuring the primary task remained unhindered while still being easily glanceable [21]. In addition, illustrations that included characters were labeled with the respective character names. This decision was also informed by early testing feedback, where participants indicated difficulty in discerning the spelling of certain character names based solely on auditory cues. The text labels were of 28 pt Inter font type.

On average, it took approximately 2 hours in total to create a full illustration set for each 5-minute audiobook track, though we acknowledge the potential for future work to automate this process further, thereby reducing the manual effort required (further discussed in Section 6.5). Figure 2 summarizes the AI-assisted image generation workflow.

3.3.3 Apparatus. Visuals were displayed on an Xreal Light OHMD [122], which places the display in the center of the user’s line of sight. It has a 52-degree field of view and a stereoscopic display with a resolution of 1920 x 1080 pixels. In air casting mode, its screen is 115 inches at 3 meters. The visuals were pre-loaded onto an android phone which was mirrored to the OHMD. Audio was played through wireless headphones (Model: Bose QuietComfort 35 II) along with the OHMD apparatus.

3.3.4 Method. The study employed a fully-counterbalanced within-subjects design, structured as a 2x2 factorial, i.e. Modality x Primary Activity. We also counterbalanced the 4 audiobook tracks (Section 3.3.1) among conditions to ensure that any differences in audiobook content and order effects are mitigated.

Modality: This factor investigated the difference between co-presentation of visuals with audio versus an audio-only base. The two levels under this factor were thus Audio-only and Audio+Illustrations.

Primary Activity. This factor aligns with our focus on informal and incidental learning, where we aim to utilize idle moments of the day more effectively, not necessarily to create focused learning environments. It was introduced to generalize the findings to two common multitasking activities that mirror situations where audiobook consumption is both common and practical, allowing listeners to absorb content without dedicated attention. Our selection of primary activities was guided by the framework proposed by Salvucci et al. [96], which differentiates between ‘Highly Concurrent Task Performance’ and ‘Sequential Interleaving of Tasks.’

Indoor walking navigation: The concept of ‘Highly Concurrent Task Performance’ aligns with tasks that demand cognitive resources to be constantly allocated to them, and interruptions or momentary lapses in attention can have immediate and noticeable consequences. Within this category, we chose indoor walking navigation as a primary activity. This task is not only commonplace but also necessitates continuous attention and physical movement.

The walking path chosen for this study is reminiscent of the 8-figure path, as utilized in previous research [50, 88], albeit at a longer distance of 123.4 meters for one round. Such a path is representative of real-world scenarios that demand more intricate motor skills than a simple straight path.
Folding laundry while standing: The “Sequential Interleaving of Tasks” as described by Salvucci et al., refers to tasks that are performed sequentially, often allowing pauses or diversions in attention that do not result in immediate negative consequences. Employed in prior research involving multitasking [51, 98], folding laundry is the representative task we chose as it allows for such flexible shifts in attention. It is also a common physical task laid out in the Activities of Daily Living taxonomy (refer to section 2.2).

In the Folding Laundry task, participants were positioned standing and were presented with laundry on a table, encompassing clothes like t-shirts, blouses, dresses and pants. They were instructed to fold these clothes in a sequential and consistent manner, following the Marie Kondo method [82], using both hands. To ensure variability, the sequence of these clothes was randomized after each trial. While the other primary activity of walking required participants to be mobile, this activity allows us to understand the effects of standing posture with varied hand movements.

3.3.5 Procedure. Upon arrival, participants signed a consent form and were introduced to a sample audiobook and the two primary tasks: walking on a designated indoor path and folding laundry. Before the main experiment, a 2-minute “calibration” phase was conducted where participants performed their primary task without any audiobook, so that we could obtain their preferred primary task speed (see Section 3.2). The main experiment involved listening to a 5-minute audiobook segment while performing a primary task, followed by a recall quiz and a post-experiment questionnaire. This process was repeated for three more audiobook segments, with conditions counterbalanced. After all segments, a brief interview was conducted to gather qualitative feedback. One full experiment lasted approximately 1.5 hours. Seven days post-experiment, participants completed a follow-up recall quiz to assess long-term retention.

3.4 Results

A 2x2 within-subjects factorial ANOVA was used to analyze all data. Both Sphericity (Mauchly’s test of sphericity, \( p > 0.05 \)) and Normality (Shapiro-Wilk test, \( p > 0.05 \)) assumptions were met for all.

3.4.1 Audiobook Recall.

Immediate. There was a significant main effect of Modality, \( F(1, 11) = 14.02, p < 0.01, \eta^2_p = 0.56 \), indicating that the type of modality significantly affected recall performance, irrespective of the activity being performed.

The mean recall score was 33.3% higher in the Audio+illustrations condition (\( M = 21.6, SD = 6.49 \)) compared to the Audio-only condition (\( M = 16.2, SD = 7.91 \)).

After 7-days. There was also a significant main effect of Modality, \( F(1, 11) = 5.24, p < 0.05, \eta^2_p = 0.32 \), indicating that the type of modality significantly affected recall performance, irrespective of the activity being performed.

The mean recall score was 32.7% higher in the Audio+illustrations condition (\( M = 14.6, SD = 6.62 \)) compared to the Audio-only condition (\( M = 11.0, SD = 7.35 \)).

While there was a drop in scores for both modality conditions after 7 days, as expected, the advantage of using Audio+Illustrations over Audio-only remained relatively consistent, offering statistically significant advantage, and decreasing by just 0.6% from the immediate test to the 7-day test.

On the other hand, we found no significant main effect of Activity or Activity X Modality interaction for both immediate and 7-day recall. This suggests that the influence of modality on recall performance did not differ between the two activities.
3.4.2 Primary Task Performance. We found no significant main effect of Modality, Activity and Activity X Modality interaction, suggesting that none of these factors or interaction had a significant effect on the speed of task completion.

3.4.3 Narrative Engagement.

Narrative Understanding. There was a significant main effect of Modality, $F(1, 11) = 5.670, p < 0.05, \eta^2_p = 0.340$, indicating that the type of modality significantly affected the narrative understanding, irrespective of the activity being performed. The mean rating for narrative understanding was 38.7% higher in the Audio+illustrations condition ($M = 4.28, SD = 1.03$) compared to the Audio-only condition ($M = 3.08, SD = 1.22$).

Attention Focus. There was a significant main effect of Modality, $F(1, 11) = 8.939, p < 0.05, \eta^2_p = 0.448$, indicating that the type of modality significantly affected the attention focus, irrespective of the activity being performed. The mean rating for attention focus was 31.9% higher in the Audio+illustrations condition ($M = 4.05, SD = 1.09$) compared to the Audio-only condition ($M = 3.07, SD = 0.81$).

Narrative Presence. There was a significant main effect of Modality, $F(1, 11) = 5.837, p < 0.05, \eta^2_p = 0.347$, indicating that the type of modality significantly affected the narrative presence, irrespective of the activity being performed. The mean rating for narrative presence was 19.6% higher in the Audio+illustrations condition ($M = 4.40, SD = 0.90$) compared to the Audio-only condition ($M = 3.68, SD = 1.00$).

Emotional Engagement. We found no significant main effect of Modality (Audio+Illustration: $M = 3.94, SD = 1.17$, Audio only: $M = 3.24, SD = 1.19$), Activity and Activity X Modality interaction, suggesting that none of these factors or interaction had a significant effect on emotional engagement.

Overall Engagement. There was a significant main effect of Modality, $F(1, 11) = 9.630, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.467$, indicating that the type of modality significantly affected the overall engagement, irrespective of the activity being performed. The mean rating for the overall engagement was 27.6% higher in the Audio+illustrations condition ($M = 4.17, SD = 0.67$) compared to the Audio-only condition ($M = 3.27, SD = 0.76$).

For all dimensions of engagement above, we found no significant main effect of Activity, indicating that whether the participants were walking or folding laundry did not significantly affect their overall engagement. There was also no significant effect of the Activity X Modality interaction suggesting that the influence of modality on the overall engagement did not differ between the two activities.

3.4.4 Multitasking Experience. For the perceived main task effectiveness, there was no significant main effect for modality. However, a significant main effect of activity emerged, $F(1, 11) = 43.703, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.799$. Specifically, participants rated walking ($M = 5.88, SD = 0.98$) as a 42.4% smoother task to execute than folding laundry ($M = 4.13, SD = 1.51$).

There was no significant interaction between Activity and Modality.

3.4.5 NASA-TLX Cognitive Load. We found no significant main effect of Modality, Activity and Activity X Modality interaction, suggesting that none of these factors or interaction had a significant effect on cognitive load.
3.5 Discussion

Our study sought to understand the potential benefits of integrating illustrations with audiobooks in multitasking scenarios. We have organized this section in order of each hypothesis, followed by continued discussions at the end.

**H1: The audio+illustrations modality leads to better content recall immediately and after 7 days when compared to the audio-only modality.** Our findings support this hypothesis. Participants exposed to the audio+illustrations modality showed a 33% improvement in immediate recall and a 32.7% improvement in 7-day recall, compared to those in the audio-only group.

**Conceptual pegs:** We found that illustrations serve as memorable anchors for complex information. For instance, P11’s recall of the “vehicle resembling a Martian rover” in The Martian track highlights the efficacy of visuals in distilling detailed and intricate narrations. While the audio description of the “Mars Ascent Vehicle” was detailed and complex in the audiobook, it was the straightforward visual representation of “the rover” that offered a concise, memorable anchor. This supports the concept that visual and verbal encodings can work synergistically to enhance recall as suggested by the Dual-Coding Theory [86]. According to this theory, when both verbal and visual information are provided, they offer two ways to encode the information and two ways to retrieve it later, which can enhance memory and learning. These results also align with the Cognitive Theory in Multimedia Learning [71], which argues for the effective utilization of both visual and textual (or auditory) modalities to enhance information processing and retention, given that the human working memory has limited capacity within modality-specific stores.

**Contextual misrepresentations:** Illustrations can contain rich information, sometimes conveying even more contextual detail than the audio narration alone: “There were four people in the crew (or at least that’s what the illustration suggests, the audio didn’t make such a claim)” (P11). While there are advantages to the additional ‘code’ offered by illustrations, P12’s misinterpretation of the “Mars Descent Vehicle” as “balloon-like” serves as a cautionary note that while illustrations can clarify, they run the risk of misrepresentation and oversimplification. To address this, a human-AI collaborative approach is recommended where human illustrators offer the expertise and contextual understanding that AI currently lacks [25] (Section 6.6 on Ethical Concerns).

**H2: The audio+illustrations modality is rated as more engaging compared to the audio-only modality.** Our results robustly support H2, revealing that the audio+illustrations modality outperforms audio-only in narrative understanding, attention focus, narrative presence, and overall engagement. While emotional engagement trended in a similar direction, it narrowly missed statistical significance.

**Emotions and visual storytelling:** Drawing on the Cognitive Affective Theory of Learning with Media [76], emotionally engaging multimedia has the potential to boost motivation and deepen cognitive processing, resulting in enhanced learning outcomes. P5 highlighted the role of visual storytelling elements in enhancing emotional engagement and sustaining user attention [42], by describing the illustrated modality as “more immersive”, and that they felt “more emotionally attached to the character”.

**Impact on Imagination:** A notable theme that emerged was how accompanying illustrations affect the listener’s capacity for imaginative interpretation. Existing research on stories suggests the important role mental imagery plays in comprehension, recall and meaning-making [37, 92]. While the absence of visuals in the audiobook format leaves important gaps for listeners to form their own mental imagery of the story, videos on the other hand present continuous visuals, providing greater immersion. Each medium rich and unique in their own right, AudioXtend is designed for multitasking and thus aims to strike a balance between both. That is, illustrations presented on OHMD add a visual dimension to audio storytelling, depicting key portions of the narration that users can glance at while going about routine tasks. The simple outlines-only...
style of illustrations and low frequency of visual stimuli relative to motion pictures creates some space for imaginative interpretation. Interestingly, P1 and P13 found that the illustrations helped them “imagine the story better,” suggesting that the illustrations used in Study 1 did not overshadow their imaginative process, but instead, supported it. P12 also noted that it felt effortful to generate their own mental imagery, particularly when multitasking; the illustrations scaffolded this process, reducing their cognitive load. These pieces of feedback provide positive indications of AudioXtend’s approach, and it remains essential to consider cognitive processes such as imagination and more in future designs of AudioXtend (discussed further in Section 6.1).

H3: There is no difference in primary task performance, perceived disruption to primary activity and perceived task load between the audio-only and audio+illustrations modality.

Our findings indicate that H3 was partially met. While objective measures of primary task speed showed no significant modality-induced differences, suggesting that the inclusion of illustrations did not detrimentally impact task efficiency, participants’ subjective ratings of their multitasking experience revealed a more nuanced account. Specifically, when asked “How smooth was your experience of executing the primary task (walking navigation or folding clothes) while simultaneously engaging with the audiobook content or viewing illustrations?” participants rated walking as a 42.4% smoother task to execute than folding laundry.

Task interference and automaticity: This may be attributed to the eyes-busy nature of the folding laundry task: P4 found it “harder to focus when folding clothes compared to when [they were] walking”, similarly, P6 found themselves “easily distracted during the process of folding”. This can potentially be accounted by the Multiple Resource Theory, which suggests that tasks interfere when they tap into the same cognitive resources [10, 118]. Folding laundry competes for attention with the on-screen visuals, given that both tasks utilize cognitive resources from the same verbal-pictorial dual-channel [121, 124]. In contrast, walking, particularly in familiar settings, is a more automatic task that requires fewer cognitive resources [31].

The question of primary task interference also touches upon the concept of automaticity, which refers to the ability to perform tasks without conscious thought, achieved through repeated practice and familiarity [9]. When tasks reach a level of automaticity, cognitive resources are freer, enhancing multitasking capabilities [65].

Our findings in Study 1 underscore the effectiveness of choosing “autopilot” primary tasks such as walking along familiar routes. These tasks can be prioritized for the purpose of use with AudioXtend, for they assure steadier multitasking performance through minimized cognitive load. While incorporating more complex tasks, such as building furniture or solving puzzles, could offer additional insights, our focus is on incidental learning and the everyday applicability of audiobooks. Complex and cognitively demanding tasks may therefore not accurately represent the common contexts in which audiobooks are consumed. Understandably, participants cautioned against using AudioXtend for critical tasks that pose safety risks, such as crossing a road, or tasks demanding constant visual attention. Encouragingly, even under less-than-ideal conditions, AudioXtend continued to provide an improved experience to the audiobook, e.g. P1, P2, and P4 noted that despite the visual busyness of clothes-folding, they still favored the OHMD visual augmentations for its contributions to understanding and memory retention.

Glanceability: Study 1 also revealed a critical tension between glanceability and information richness, particularly in the context of OHMDs and multitasking. Glanceability refers to users’ capacity to swiftly and seamlessly extract pertinent information from a visual display without detracting from their primary task [68] and relates to immediate comprehensibility and non-obtrusiveness in immersive systems [13]. Participant feedback revealed competing desires, and the balance that needs to be struck between glanceability and information richness [11, 69, 111]. While some sought more frequent, detailed illustrations for a richer narrative experience, others advised caution, particularly when multitasking demands intensify. For instance, P6 and P7 indicated that they “prefer the illustrations to be more frequent” because “the illustrations help them follow the storyline”, while others believed that too many illustrations could jeopardize multitasking. P11 consequently suggested a “lower frequency during heavier multitasking”. In this regard, AudioXtend markedly differs from traditional video-based learning, offering key information through selective visuals that support glanceability on OHMD in multitasking scenarios. In contrast, videos demand continuous visual attention and are likely to hinder the ability to simultaneously manage other tasks.

Further considerations emerged from the interviews, such as visual complexity. Some asked for more vivid, detailed illustrations (e.g. P11 suggested coloring for saliency: “Highlight important details per frame with colors”), while a minimalistic style appealed to other participants. P12 proposed “no color as it is distracting”, and as explained by P8, “[as illustrations get more complex], you’ll need to put more effort to understand...the aim is to help you follow the story; so you don’t need to be too detailed.” Research by Somervell et al. supports this, noting the search time-cost of high-density visuals [106]. Participants suggested other design factors such as illustration size, and multiple-frame layouts over a single fixed frame. This introduces the potential for customizable design features, allowing users to tailor parts of their own visual experience. Acting on these suggestions, we decided to implement some of these customizable features into the AudioXtend application used in the next studies.

While Study 1 has shown that the audio-illustrations modality positively impacts recall (immediate and longer-term) and engagement levels without compromising significantly on primary task efficiency especially for primary tasks that participants consider more autopilot, the variety of emerging factors calls for a more nuanced exploration of visual augmentation design factors for AudioXtend. Thus, we decided to proceed to a participatory design workshop to explore the “what, when and how” that makes visual augmentations more effective or engaging than others.

4 PARTICIPATORY DESIGN WORKSHOP

After the completion of empirical Study 1, which explored the impact of visual augmentations on memory recall, we now shift our focus to visual design—seeking better understanding of “what” makes certain illustrations more effective or engaging than others. To do so, we organized a Participatory Design Workshop, a method
well-suited to our needs given its collaborative and user-centered nature [102]. The broad and complex design space for visuals warranted a hands-on approach that would allow us to tap into the collective wisdom and creativity of those who have some experience in digital art editing and AI-image generation. By involving these individuals in the co-creation process, we aimed to arrive at a group consensus about the most effective and engaging design choices, thereby enriching the guidelines we had begun to formulate in our earlier studies.

4.1 Methodology

4.1.1 Participants. We recruited 10 participants (5 male, 3 female and 2 non-binary; Mean age = 22.7, SD = 2.67 years), all of whom have self-reported experience in digital art editing and AI-image generation. 6 were native English speakers, and the other 4 non-native speakers self-reported that they were fluent. Universally, participants had prior exposure to audio-first media forms, such as audiobooks and podcasts, which was a criteria included for meaningful participation. Each participant was compensated $7.5/h for their time. All studies were approved by the IRB of our institution, and an informed consent was obtained from every participant.

The majority (9 out of 10) described their expertise with AI-image generation tools as moderate with sufficient understanding of the tools, while one participant indicated substantial use and fluency. DALL-E, Microsoft Bing, Midjourney and Stable Diffusion were the tools they used, with the first two cited as most common. For digital art editing, Photoshop and Canva emerged as the go-to platforms. A subset of participants also had experience with other softwares, including Illustrator, Procreate, Lightroom, Sketchbook, and Vectornator. To gauge their skill level and offer a warm-up practice, we issued a trial task prior to the workshop where each participant had to use their preferred AI image generator and editing software to generate two AI-created images based on a specific audiobook sentence.

4.1.2 Workshop Venue. Designed to simulate real-world multitasking conditions, the sessions featured a variety of tasks set up in the workshop venue for participants to engage in. These included a laundry-folding station to mimic domestic chores, a tea/coffee preparation station complete with unwashed fruits to represent kitchen tasks, and open spaces where participants could walk around, simulating on-the-go conditions. Throughout the workshop (see Section 4.1.3), participants were asked to test visual designs on OHMD whilst performing daily routine tasks, i.e. rotating through the different stations (Figure 6).

4.1.3 Workshop Format. 3 workshop sessions were conducted, each featuring between 3 and 4 participants, and lasting for 2 to 2.5 hours, including self-introductions and a briefing. Supervised by a team of 3 to 4 facilitators, these participatory design workshops were structured into four segments:

1. Individual Listening Session (10 minutes): Each participant was provided with their unique audiobook track (i.e. each participant was assigned a different track), which came with our default set of visual augmentations displayed through OHMDs. Participants were instructed to listen to the audiobook while concurrently performing real-world primary tasks, such as folding laundry or preparing tea. The aim was to allow them to experience first-hand the integration of these visual aids into real-world multitasking scenarios. This session served as an orientation for their design activity in the next segment of the workshop, during which time they begin to understand what they will be designing for, and what their personal design preferences are.

2. Design Session (60 minutes): Participants were tasked with creating illustrations to accompany a 2-minute segment of their assigned audiobook track. We provided the flexibility to use any AI tool or editing software for their creations, and advised that they create a total of 6-10 illustrations for the 2-minute track, which is a comfortable frequency range based on previous pilots. Aside from advising that black backgrounds would appear transparent on their display screens and requesting square dimensions for compatibility, we imposed no constraints on style or content. Once their illustrations were ready, they were instructed to upload them into a designated folder with marked timestamps indicating when each visual should appear during the audiobook track. These user-generated visuals were then integrated into a custom Unity application [115] on android phones for synchronization with the audiobook.

Throughout the design session, participants were also asked to maintain a design log, capturing their choices and considerations behind each visual element (Figure 7 demonstrates the workshop’s workflow).

3. Peer Testing and Feedback (30 minutes): Participants tested designs created by their peers on OHMDs, while engaging in the different real-world tasks. They filled in a
peer-review survey at the end of each test, to identify the characteristics of their favorite and least favorite image for each track, as well as provide general feedback.

(4) **Group Discussion (20 minutes):** Subsequently, they engaged in a group discussion, with emphasis on the peer-rating exercise to identify shared insights on design choices. Topics covered included but were not limited to recurring elements in high-rated designs and the feasibility of implementing certain design aspects in real-world scenarios. The discussion also touched on the adaptations needed for multitasking scenarios and garnered advice for future design work.

Figure 7: The participatory design workshop workflow. After the individual listening session with our default set of visual augmentations, participants (1) engaged in a hands-on design session, creating and time-stamping illustrations for a 2-minute audiobook extract. This is followed by (2) maintaining a design log to capture the description and rationale behind each visual element, as well as recording keyword searches and AI prompts used. Next is peer testing, where participants (3) evaluated each other’s designs during real-world tasks, and completed a peer-review survey.

4.2 Findings and Discussion

In this section, we synthesize key insights from individual design logs, peer review, and group discussions to outline guiding principles and theoretical considerations for the future development of AudioXtend. We start first by identifying design pitfalls that could lead to disruptions during real-world tasks. Thereafter, we will explore the broader design spectrum, discussing how style and adaptive illustrations can be tailored to individual preferences.

4.2.1 Causes of Disruption.

**Misalignment.** Favorable images in the peer-review were praised for their alignment with the audiobook’s themes and locations, e.g. “the image of a woman matched very well with the description in the audio” (D5), and could “well supplement the audio information” (D7). On the flipside, inconsistencies or gaps in visual representation can lead to increased cognitive load, disrupting the user’s ability to perform parallel tasks efficiently. A common example of this occurs when participants expect an illustration to accompany a new narrative element, but find it missing, leading to increased cognitive load.

This misalignment can manifest in other ways too, such as when the audio content diverges from its visual elements, e.g. “The tone is sad but the image is quite funny” (D11, Figure 8-(a)) and “the ship image also takes one out of the experience of the like space and stars” (D11, Figure 8-(b)). Well-crafted, aligned visuals serve to reduce cognitive strain, and improve immersion.

**Ambiguity.** The ambiguity of the illustration itself can also add to mental load and user confusion. Ambiguous visuals, unclear symbols, or vague scenarios contribute to a lack of understanding, thus imposing unnecessary cognitive burdens. As some participants shared, “the idea was a bit too abstracted for this one, and it ends up being more confusing than helpful. It could’ve been either removed (and subsumed by a more suitable frame) or made more concrete” (D8). Poor color choices also affected immediate recognizability, e.g. “background could be more distinct and relevant to contrast with the black coloured hair” (Figure 8-(c), D8), while in appropriate cases, D4 noted that “high-contrast colors are easy to notice” and can remove ambiguity.

**Consistency.** Upholding a uniform style for the illustration set emerged as a significant factor. Particularly when using AI-generated images, maintaining a consistent style can be challenging due to the inherent variability in the visuals produced. As one D11 noted (Figure 8-(d)(e)(f)), “the jump in art style made it difficult [for viewers] to process. The image was just vastly different in tone and content from the previous pictures. The purpose of the image was a bit lost on me, and I also lost focus on the task at hand as I had to pause and think...”

Figure 8: Top row: (a) Mismatched Emotions where a somber funeral scene is incongruously paired with an almost comical, floating astronaut, leading to a tonal dissonance, (b) a ship image diverging from the audiobook’s narration of outer space, potentially detracting from the immersive experience, and (c) ambiguity between the black hair and the black background. Bottom row: Inconsistencies in art style between (d), (e) and (f) disrupts the viewer’s attention and understanding of the scene – (d) depicts the moment when characters ate cake, (e) represents the sister and her friend in the garden, an essential narrative element but with a stylistic departure from (d), and (f) shows untouched party games, highlighting the absence of guests, albeit once again, challenging the stylistic coherence of the set as a whole.
Complexity. Finally, the complexity of the illustration plays a significant role: Overly busy or intricate visuals can become distractors themselves, diverting attention from the primary task. For instance, D7 rated one image lowly, because it “was quite busy and had a lot going on . . . harder to multitask while processing this particular image”, and suggested that “perhaps a simpler design with less things could help.”

4.2.2 Design Spectrum.

Simplicity/Immersion Trade-off. When faced with cognitively demanding tasks, participants expressed a preference for simplified and less obtrusive visual elements. Aspects such as reduced detail and increased transparency were commonly cited as ways to achieve this goal. This inclination towards transparency is notable for OHMDs, where digital elements are overlaid onto the user’s real-world view. Enhanced transparency minimizes the obtrusiveness of these overlays, facilitating a more seamless multitasking experience via the see-through display [88]. As participant D5 echoed, there is a need for “less detail and a more transparent background.”

Additionally, there was a consensus on focusing more on key objects within the visuals. Images in the peer review that were well-received generally shared the characteristic of having “a clear and strong subject center” (D8). In a similar vein, easily recognizable subjects that are conceptually easier to grasp are essential for multitasking where attention switching is prevalent.

To achieve greater visual simplicity on OHMDs, participants indicated a preference for visuals with less depth perception (refer to Figure 9 (a) for an illustration with high depth perception). Although extensive research discusses depth perception in traditional displays [57], literature specific to OHMDs and multitasking is limited. Our findings suggest that reduced visual depth is favored in OHMDs, especially in the context of multitasking, to facilitate easier information processing.

Considerations around Color. In continuation from the notion of having strong subject focus and recognizability, many participants had also included colors (in contrast to grayscale illustrations) in their designs, and found that high color contrasts were especially memorable. According to D4 and D8 respectively, “[the high-contrast colors] easily got my attention”, and “makes it easy to focus and makes the subjects in each picture immediately recognizable”. Colors can heighten emotional engagement and aesthetic appeal in the visuals, reinforcing Don Norman’s Emotional Design theories [81], which posit that aesthetics have a profound impact on the user’s experience and emotional engagement. Interestingly, the Aesthetic-Usability Effect also states that users are more likely to tolerate design flaws if the aesthetic elements are pleasing [56]. It is certainly the case that participants found well-applied colors to be “informative” (D10), however, there is a need for a balanced approach as colors can sometimes serve as a distraction. D1 shared that “while walking, [they] preferred not to look at the images too much so that [they] could see where [they] were going . . . the coloured images were distracting.” Many participants concurred that black and white images were less distracting and allowed for more seamless multitasking.

Notably, D5’s approach to using colored outlines without color fills offers some compromise between the aesthetic appeal of colors and demand for reduced cognitive load during multitasking activities. This approach, as depicted in Figure 9 (c) maintains a high degree of transparency, minimizing the visual obstruction in the OHMD’s see-through display.

Table 1: Overview of key aspects of favored and unfavorable elements highlighted in the peer review.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Spectrum</th>
<th>Favored Elements</th>
<th>Unfavorable Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content Alignment</td>
<td>Well-aligned images in terms of timing and thematic content can supplement the auditory information.</td>
<td>Inconsistencies in the audio-visual depiction of characters tone, or settings were cited as a downside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity and Focus</td>
<td>Well-received images generally had a clear and strong subject center, aiding in audience focus. Easily recognizable subjects are essential for multitasking where attention switching is prevalent.</td>
<td>Poor color contrast affects immediate recognizability, and black visual elements can blend into the background and therefore end up camouflaged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detail and Style</td>
<td>Images with unique styles and high color contrasts were especially memorable and captured participants’ attention. However, extensive use of color might be distracting.</td>
<td>Images that are too abstract lead to confusion on what the objects shown are about. It is also important to fine-tune details, with issues such as poor cropping causing misinterpretation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>Simplified, single-layered images were easier on the eyes. This includes incorporating less visual depth and a plain background.</td>
<td>Overloading visuals with too much information was distracting for the viewers, affecting their ability to effectively multitask.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>A dynamic approach to determining the frequency of illustrations was favored. This approach adapts to the pace of the narration and minimizes visual distractions during static scenes, such as dialogues between characters.</td>
<td>A static frequency rate for illustrations can lead to unnecessary visual changes that cause distractions from the primary task.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To nuance this discussion, participants expressed that colors should adapt to the 1. primary task busyness as well as 2. the context and storyline. D1 felt that “if it’s a simple activity, [they] would prefer colors”, and vice-versa. As an example of how a participant made color or stylistic choices based on the mood and storyline, D11 shared in hindsight that they most likely went with the grayscale sketch style, to effectively convey the “ambiguity” of the reenacted scene in the story. D3 expressed the downside to selecting colors that are not fitting to the theme of the story, e.g. “the black and white doesn’t convey ‘the morning’ ” (D3).
Figure 9: Examples of designs with (a) high depth perception (b) full colors, which may be more distracting for users, compared to (c) a design with colored outlines and high transparency, offering a balance between aesthetic appeal and reduced cognitive demands.

This reminder to align illustrations to the content and context comes as no surprise—existing literature has long emphasized the importance of adapting stylistic elements to enhance the user experience. For example, Tufte’s theory on information design stresses the importance of context in determining effective design [113], while Mayer’s multimedia learning theory suggests that style of each medium can affect this outcome of learning [71]. This extends into the point regarding timing and frequency.

Adaptive Timing and Frequency. In Study 2, the assumption was that a fixed frequency of illustrations would optimize the user experience. Contrary to this, D8 was one of the participants who advocated for a dynamic approach, where the frequency of illustrations is aligned with the narrative’s pace, making it adaptive to the story’s momentum. This perspective aligns with the dynamic pacing found in interactive narratives [78] and underscores the need for a more fluid approach to visual augmentation. In fact, participants suggested that a strong narration with moving plot points should result in a higher frequency of visuals to capture the dynamic story elements: “If you’re describing new objects, new settings, you could speed up the frequency” (D5). Conversely, if the setting, characters, and action in the narration remain static, such as in a dialogue between two characters, the frequency of illustrations should be minimized. As D8 shared, “[when] person one and person two are having a conversation, you don’t need to flip back and forth all the time.”

As a caveat, it is crucial to consider an upper bound for frequency, as excessive changes can distract users: “High frequency is very distracting when images change too often” (D3). On this point, participants again echoed the strong need for adaptive illustrations that are responsive to both the complexity of the scene and the cognitive demand of the primary task.

Usage of Generative AI. Generative AI tools can be used as a starting point for creating and testing the style of the illustrations. The objective is to streamline the creative process by leveraging AI as a collaborative tool rather than as a substitute for human creativity [43]. As shared by the participants, the common factors included in the prompts for creating the illustrations are “simple sketch” “black background” (D1, D4, D5, D6, D7, D11) and phrases describing view angles (D7, D8). Other interesting prompts that produced illustrations seen as favorable by other participants are “light color streaks” (D5). Notably, many participants highlighted the inconsistency of style between the consecutive illustrations as an inevitable result of AI-generated imageries. To improve the style consistency, several directions can be considered for the future researchers: 1. involve professional illustrators in the loop to edit illustrations and ensure style consistency, 2. use more advanced AI algorithms to improve style consistency. For further reading, Appendix A details a potential LLM-assisted workflow to facilitate the generation of narrative illustrations.

5 FIELD STUDY

In Study 1, we conducted lab-based studies on visual augmentations. While it provided crucial insights on how users engage with AudioXtend under controlled conditions, it does not fully capture the multifaceted nature of real-world use [22]. Thus, the aim of this field study is to delve deeper into user behavior and experiences while they use AudioXtend with their routine daily activities.

Conducted over a span of three days, this take-home study allowed for a more extended and realistic user engagement period, where participants had the choice to use it in any usual setting of their choice — be it at home, during their commute, or in other on-the-go scenarios. Participants were exposed to one hour of audiobook content (cumulatively spread out over the whole study). The study seeks to uncover the specific challenges users encounter and the preferences they exhibit when interacting with AudioXtend, all within the context of their natural, everyday environments.

5.1 Participants

6 participants (3 Females, 3 Males) from the university community. Their mean age was 25.3 (SD=4.04) years. All were fluent in English, and spoke it either as their first or second language. All had prior
experience listening to audio-first content (e.g., podcasts, audiobooks), and 2 out of 6 participants had used smart glasses before. Each participant was compensated ≈ $7.5/h for their time, i.e. a total of ≈ $11.25 for their complete 1.5h participation, including their briefing, AudioXtend use, and final interview. All studies were approved by the IRB of our institution, and an informed consent was obtained from every participant.

5.2 Apparatus and Materials
Each participant was loaned a pair of OHMD and wireless headphones (same as that used in the previous studies), and an android phone with the AudioXtend Field Study application, implemented using Unity. The application contains two audiobook tracks, Dogs of Riga and The Ocean at the End of the Lane, both of which were tracks used in Study 1 and 2, albeit now extended to 30-minutes each.

To make the application more user-centric, design elements informed by the previous study and design workshops were incorporated into the illustrations. These elements were characterized by simplicity, using simple white outlines against a transparent backdrop, and standardized content alignment to ensure greater consistency with the narration. Additionally, a midpoint frequency of 3 illustrations per minute was set to avoid information overload. Customizable settings for a multi-pane “Timeline” view and Scale (see Figure 10 for examples; recommended from Study 1) were also integrated, enabling users to further personalize their experience.

5.3 Procedure and Data Collection
Participants were asked to choose three consecutive days to partake in the study, during which they had to complete two 30-minute audioXtend sessions. They were free to select their own session timings but were encouraged to do so during different daily activities of their choice to capture diverse contexts (refer to Figure 11 for examples). After each session, participants filled out a survey administered via Google Forms on their own device to answer multiple open-ended questions:

- Describe all the real-world tasks you were engaged in during this audiobook session.
- What made you think that this was a good time to experience the audiobook?
- What in-app settings did you prefer during your session and why?
- Were there any issues or frustrations?
- Were there moments you found particularly enjoyable?
- How was this session different from the previous one?

As part of the survey, participants were also asked to rate their experience on a 7-point Likert scale with questions focusing on primary task disruption, story engagement, content recall, emotional or atmospheric enhancement and overall experience. These areas of assessment allowed us to evaluate AudioXtend’s impact in ecologically valid settings.

To supplement the data, participants were also asked to have photos or videos taken of them during the sessions (Figure 11). Upon completion of the two audiobook sessions, a 15-minute open-ended Zoom interview was conducted to gather additional insights. The results are discussed thematically in the subsequent section.

5.4 Results and Discussion
Our field study data reveals key insights into both the strengths and areas for improvement for AudioXtend in real-world scenarios, providing crucial guidance for enhancing its future usability and user experience.

5.4.1 Immersion after acclimatization. 5 out of the 6 participants needed up to 30 minutes to get used to AudioXtend, while one participant felt immediately comfortable with its use (F4: “It felt natural”). Most of the initial discomfort pertained to hardware issues like the OHMD lenses (discussed further later), e.g. “The smart glasses lens were tinted, it was hard to differentiate colours when I was folding my clothes” (F5).

As participants settled into the system, all of them expressed appreciation for the system’s capabilities, which allowed them to engage with audiobooks in a more immersive manner. Echoing the sentiments of participants from Study 1 and the design workshop, F1 pointed out that the visual augmentations helped them “understand the content better” and especially in real-world settings where environmental distractions abound, visuals helped them stay “focused” when they “miss out on the plot [from the audio narration]”. The visuals not only captivated their attention but also served as a safety net, capturing the essence of the storyline when distractions arose (F2: “When I spaced out and missed out on the audio, fortunately the images were still there for me to capture the
main gist”). He contrasted this with auditory information, which is much more fleeting: “With audio you only listen to the words once and it passes, but the visuals stay for a while”.

F5 also pointed out that the visuals allowed them to “maintain concentration consistently [throughout the 30 min session], which is less likely in an audio-only implementation. Especially while engaged in low-attention tasks, participants reported immersing deeply in the narrative, emotionally connecting with story characters. In F2’s words: “I felt engaged in the story, so much so that I had a reaction when...the first kitten was run over.” Participants not only reported improved focus but also felt they absorbed content efficiently and naturally. F6 likened the experience to “reading a book with illustrations,” underscoring the naturalness of the interaction.

They felt that the overall experience served the purpose of immersing themselves in the narratives, improving their concentration even during mundane tasks, ultimately leading to a positive user experience. F1 and F2 agreed that the existence of the visuals helped them capture the gist of the storyline even when they get distracted by their environment which they would have missed if there were no visuals.

5.4.2 Chosen moments of use and effect on daily tasks. Using AudioXtend in everyday contexts, 2 participants (F5 and F6) chose to listen to the audiobooks when they were out and about, either commuting or shopping (Figure 11-5, 6). F6 found that AudioXtend enhanced her commuting experience by providing visuals that “acted as a point of focus, but not too intrusive or imposing so that I can glance at it from time to time to stay in tune with the story”. Both of them chose to use AudioXtend on-the-go as they felt that the audiobook was a good substitute for music. As F5 shared, “listening to a story seemed more engaging than music and informational podcasts”.

Meanwhile, the 4 other participants chose to use AudioXtend predominantly in domestic spaces (Figure 11-1, 2, 3 & 4), such as while eating, cooking, exercising, and completing chores. F1 noted that AudioXtend made exercising more endurable: “During my plank exercise, the audiobook managed to capture some of my attention, making me feel less tired compared to my previous workouts.” These participants often chose to listen to the audiobooks whilst tending to domestic tasks given their triviality and repetitiveness. F3 expressed: “Doing laundry is a repetitive and mindless task that does not engage my executive functions much. I thought I would be able to engage more with the audiobook while doing this.” This same reason prompted participants to “opt for an audiobook as a slight entertainment besides these simple tasks” (F5).

5.4.3 Points of discomfort in real-world contexts. Key safety issues emerged, primarily linked to the hardware of the system. Several of these issues have been found in prior research using smart glasses such as reflections on the lenses (F6: “my vision was affected by the reflection”), altered color perceptions (“difficult to pick the fruit that I want...lens and images affected the color I see”), and reduced visual contrast in bright sunlight (F5: “white/light colors did not have much contrast against the sunlight”). In addition, a majority of the study participants’ expressed discomfort or self-consciousness stemming from perceived public perception while wearing smart glasses, a common predicament when using wearable devices in public [17]. It is worth noting that many of these challenges may be attributed to the current generation of smart glasses, which are often bulky and conspicuous. However, as smart glasses evolve to resemble conventional eyewear more closely, we anticipate that both safety and social acceptance will improve significantly. This evolution would reduce the visual obtrusiveness and ergonomic discomfort, thereby making systems like AudioXtend increasingly feasible and user-friendly in everyday scenarios.

5.4.4 Potential of AudioXtend. Notwithstanding the pain points expressed by participants, their overall response signaled high satisfaction (the mean rating was a robust 5.0 out of 6) and strong interest in continuing the use of AudioXtend beyond this study. When prompted to reflect on what would motivate them to use AudioXtend on an everyday basis for the purpose of incidental learning, two main areas for improvement emerged: Customization features and hardware design.

For instance, F2 and F3 asked for full playback options such as the rewind function to revisit specific audiobook sections. F4 and F6 expressed their preference for coloured illustrations, with F6 mentioning in addition their fondness for “comic or manga style”. Moreover, F5 hoped for greater “freedom of choosing the placement of the illustrations” stating that optimal positioning of the illustrations could vary depending on his task at hand. These suggestions offer insights for refining future versions of AudioXtend.

Encouragingly, 5 out of 6 participants expressed keen interest in experiencing AudioXtend as a continued user. This was as discussed, contingent on the OHMD being more streamlined, lightweight and stylish, particularly for out-of-home usage. On the other hand, F3 highlights an entirely different motivation for using audiobooks, and thus prefers to discontinue using AudioXtend. F3’s perspective was that he preferred to use audiobooks as a form of atmospheric, mood-based stimulation rather than information-driven experience. For this reason, visual augmentations do not add to his use. It is important to note that our primary goal is to enhance incidental learning experiences (discussed in the next section), and
consequently do not recommend AudioXtend for other purposes of audiobook consumption.

6 DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this section, we integrate key design principles informed by our workshops and studies, providing future directions for designers and researchers interested in building on the AudioXtend platform.

6.1 Design Considerations for Enhancing Incidental Learning in Audiobooks

There are a variety of motivations to audiobook-listening, including language learning, improving literacy and relaxation [73]. While our focus is on enhancing informal and incidental learning in multitasking contexts, we recommend a holistic perspective on design for AudioXtend. The functional aspects of visual design include:

- **Labeling Illustrations**: Annotations or labels of characters and locations have been shown to help users interpret and integrate information provided by the AI-generated illustrations. Future designs could consider offering the option to toggle labels on or off, allowing users to customize their interaction with the technology according to their personal preferences and needs.

- **Consistency of Story Elements**: A consistent alignment of visual and audio elements is crucial for bolstering memory and creating a cohesive and immersive experience that supports the listener’s ongoing engagement.

- **Clarity Over Complexity**: We recommend the use of transparent outline images and minimal color usage. This minimizes cognitive load, facilitating a seamless experience without causing distraction or confusion.

Beyond mere functionality, AudioXtend can utilize AI-generated visuals as a method closely aligned with our cognitive processes, rather than just as an additive element. Forgetting [8] is an example of a cognitive process that filters sensory information, enabling more effective thinking and action. This concept highlights the importance of filtering sensory information for effective thinking and action. We propose integrating selectively timed illustrations in AudioXtend that can fade or disappear after a short duration, encouraging users to focus on the story’s essential elements without being overwhelmed by persistent visual stimuli. This design choice would mimic natural cognitive rhythms [49], helping listeners focus on the essential elements of the story without the cognitive load of persistent visual stimuli. Mind-wandering [5] is another cognitive process that can be better designed to align with the natural rhythm of memory and attention [30]. To support this common function of creative incubation, future work can explore ideal moments of ‘blank space’ or minimal visuals. These intervals can be strategically placed at points in the narrative where reflection or imagination would be most beneficial, enhancing the listener’s engagement with the story through opportunities for mind-wandering.

We recognize that at the core of AudioXtend’s approach lies the implicit pursuit to maximize human efficiency and productivity in daily life. As highlighted by Lin and Lindtner [63], design and computing methodologies often contribute to fostering ‘good’ and ‘positive’ feelings associated with productivity and progress, yet this emphasis often occurs without critical reflection on the underlying social and ethical implications. This oversight, which AudioXtend shares, risks perpetuating harmful ideologies and reinforcing existing power structures. Particularly, it may contribute to silencing and normalizing the violence experienced by individuals who are not ‘yet’ seen as productive, useful, able, or innovative. It is thus essential to thoroughly consider the productivity-centric value systems and socio-technical landscapes within which AudioXtend and other similar approaches operate. This allows us to rightfully explore and mitigate potential harms associated with them.

More broadly, embracing the fourth wave HCI approach involves recognizing the growing entanglement of technologies with our bodies and daily lives, as well as the increased complexity of interpreting empirical observations [33]. As we move towards future AudioXtend designs, it is crucial to adopt a more integrative approach that not only acknowledges the different components of the socio-technical ecosystem, but also actively engage with real-world issues around politics, values and ethics [3].

6.2 Familiarizing Users with AudioXtend and Guidelines for Safe Usage

Our field studies indicate that participants generally felt more at ease with the smart glasses during their second than first session. This underscores the importance of a well-designed introduction to familiarize users with the technology and its capabilities. It is crucial that users are made aware of the recommended contexts for utilizing AudioXtend, differentiating this from the experience of traditional audio-only formats.

Here, task suitability is key. AudioXtend is best used during “autopilot” tasks, such as doing dishes, walking, or light exercise, as they allow for incidental learning without straining cognitive resources. On the other hand, tasks that require complex problem-solving, critical decision-making or constant situational awareness should be avoided, such as when writing an email, navigating through a crowded place or crossing the road. To further enhance the user experience and safety, we propose that the system should have the capability to adapt to the user’s environment and current state.

6.3 Building an Adaptive User-Context Model

One critical avenue for extending the capabilities of AudioXtend is to develop an adaptive model that takes into account various situational factors:

- **Frequency**: Dynamically adjust illustrations based on user interest and context. This could mean hiding illustrations or reducing frequency when a user is, for example, crossing the street or focused on another task that requires their full attention. More fundamentally, future works should first explore the optimal frequency of illustrations in relation to key story events. This may involve determining whether illustrations should be triggered by specific narrative cues such as major plot developments, character introductions, or
changes in setting. The aim would be to enhance users’ experience, while maintaining a balance that avoids cognitive overload.

- **Modality**: Switching between different forms of illustrations, text, or even haptic feedback [52] based on the context of where the user is at, or what they are doing.

- **Placement and Scale**: Understanding the user’s environment and adapting the location and size of illustrations accordingly. For instance, smaller images when in crowded spaces or larger, and more prominent images for relaxed settings.

Leveraging methodologies developed in prior research such as eye-tracking [54, 55, 60], we can collect insights into how these adaptations affect cognitive load and iteratively refine our adaptive model to offer a more seamless and safer user experience.

In addition, the idea of spatially anchored visual elements was requested by many of our participants. This is an interesting area of expansion given the envisioned use of AudioXtend in everyday spaces. Future work can build on research like the transformation of 2D graph data into 3D AR spaces (e.g. [103]) and the development of location-aware AR experiences in everyday settings (e.g. [75]). Integrated digital objects into the user’s three-dimensional spatial context is a promising area for enhancing immersion.

### 6.4 Allowing Customizable Interface Configurations

One of the standout findings from our field studies was the substantial variation in user preferences and needs. This variation reflects the diversity in habits and learning styles among participants. Here are two examples of user-personalizable features that can be built upon:

- **Style of Illustrations**: Each track can offer different styles of visual augmentations to choose from, ranging from realistic images to more abstract illustrations.

- **Inclusive Designs**: The availability of customization options naturally leads to a more inclusive design. For example, users with color vision deficiencies could be given the option to choose from various colors schemes that are more accessible to them [120]. Additionally, users with specific learning needs, such as dyslexia, might find certain types of illustrations or text overlays more comprehensible than others [89, 90].

### 6.5 Accelerating the Design Process with Thematically Consistent Image Generation

Our initial focus on fiction genres with strong narrative arcs and well-developed characters has proven compatible with the AudioXtend technology, showing promising levels of engagement and recall. However, the underlying aim is to make this technology versatile enough to enrich a broader range of audio-first content. This includes but is not limited to, podcasts, news broadcasts, and audio guides for museums and tours. The objective is to supplement any narrative or informational audio content with glanceable, meaningful visual aids displayed on OHMD.

Our study employed a mixed-method approach for generating illustrations, as detailed in our LLM-Assisted Workflow (Appendix A). Acknowledging current limitations in AI-generated images, an area previously explored in works focused on the consistency of AI-generated story scenes [40, 61], we envision that advancements in machine learning will enable users to curate custom datasets for training models. This would facilitate the diversification of audio-first content across various genres. This future development will require not only advancements in machine learning algorithms but also user-friendly tools for dataset curation and input.

Furthermore, we envision that the current AudioXtend creation workflow can be automated further, potentially allowing for on-the-fly image generation. However, it is important to note that manual curation and generation were essential in our study to ensure the quality, thematic consistency, and emotional resonance of the illustrations. AI-generated art has its current limitations in capturing the nuances and context-specific details required for our study’s objectives. More prominently, in light of ethical considerations tied to AI-generated content, we recommend that manual curation remains a component of the image generation process to ensure that ethical standards are maintained.

### 6.6 Ethical Concerns about AI-generated Art

Emerging tools for AI-generated art offer exciting possibilities for creative expression but also raise significant ethical concerns, particularly in the context of applications like AudioXtend, where AI-generated art is paired with audio content. One prominent ethical challenge is the issue of copyright and authorship. AI-generated art often incorporates contributions from various sources, which can be especially problematic when the AI model is trained on copyrighted images [97]. This raises questions about authorship — whether the creator is the machine, the AI programmer, or the original artists whose work influenced the AI’s learning process. The technology behind widely-used LLMs such as GPT-4 erases the individual contributions of artists whose works have been incorporated into the training sets. This disregards the creative efforts and intellectual property rights of the artists, and as such, perpetuates a system where consent, inclusion, and power in the creative process are undermined. AudioXtend, like many other applications leveraging AI-generated content, benefits from the speed and ease of current models, albeit at the expense of ethical considerations regarding the treatment of artists and their creative output. By supporting efforts to recognize and compensate artists for their contributions, we can promote a more equitable and respectful ecosystem for creative collaboration.

Moreover, determining responsibility for inappropriate or infringing AI-generated content presents a significant challenge [114]. To address these concerns, understanding the origins and processing of data used in AI-generated art, known as data provenance, is crucial [35, 116]. Generative AI in art, as explored by Srinivasan et al. [107], must also address stereotype amplification. The propagation of unrealistic body ideals is a known risk rather than a mere potential harm of AudioXtend, as it may contribute to reinforcing societal standards and expectations regarding physical appearance. This highlights the importance of scrutinizing the impact of AI-generated visuals on body image perceptions and promoting body
positivity in media representations. This extends also to the reinforcement of harmful biases related to gender, race, and other social constructs, necessitating educational and interdisciplinary efforts to mitigate these issues [108].

Eshraghian’s work [28] outlines some important principles that may guide all stakeholders. Firstly, programmers should diligently document the creative and technical processes, use appropriate software licensing when sharing code, and make informed decisions regarding user and trainer input boundaries. Secondly, trainers should record dataset catalogs and training processes with a focus on originality indicators, while users keep records of program runs with user-based inputs to manifest selectivity and curation. Lastly, contributors should ensure that AI-generated work respects the rights of others and avoids copyright infringement. These guiding principles should certainly inform the integration of AI-assisted approaches like AudioXtend, as we strive to evolve in response to the dynamic advancements in AI technology.

7 LIMITATIONS

Narrative and Task Diversity. Our initial framework for AudioXtend has been constrained by a narrow focus on specific audio narratives and a limited set of everyday tasks explored. Future iterations should aim to be versatile, tailoring the experience for a truly broad range of narrative genres and real-world activities, perhaps by utilizing the taxonomy of Activities of Daily Living [27] for a more structured approach.

Environmental Limitations. Our research was conducted in a controlled indoor setting, eliminating variables such as fluctuating weather and natural lighting that could impact the OHMD’s visibility and performance, as commonly observed in prior OHMD research [36]. While this approach provides a conducive environment for focusing on narrative content, it limits the applicability of our findings to outdoor or complex settings where lighting and safety are factors.

Demographic Constraints. Our study’s participant pool consisted mainly of younger adults from an academic setting, potentially skewing the results. While our findings are significant within this demographic, they may not be generalizable across diverse age groups or socio-cultural backgrounds. Further studies with expanded demographic representation could substantiate the applicability and robustness of AudioXtend [18].

Accessibility and Inclusivity. While our design principles aim to be universally applicable, we have not yet fully addressed how AudioXtend could be designed to be inclusive for users with diverse cognitive abilities [23], or variations in sensory preferences and learning styles [32]. This is a critical avenue for future work.

Novelty. The scope of our study did not extend beyond 3 days, leaving unanswered questions about how the novelty factor might affect sustained user engagement and incidental learning benefits. The novelty effect, which influences user behavior, perception, and task performance, usually occurs when users experience heightened interest during their initial interactions with the new technology [20]. This is particularly the case for users who are not accustomed to AR interfaces. To minimize novelty effects, Bach et al. [4] implemented a long-term training condition to examine the impact of familiarity on task performance, revealing that training can result in additional improvements. Tran et al. [74] also emphasized the importance of including experienced participants or conducting familiarization sessions to help users become more comfortable with the technology before the study begins. While participants in Study 1 were introduced to a sample audiobook on smart glasses during their briefing, this could have been lengthened to ensure greater familiarization. Additionally, while our 3-day field study allowed participants more time to acquaint themselves with AudioXtend, future research could benefit from an extended longitudinal study to thoroughly examine the impact of factors like the novelty effect and technology fatigue [26].

8 CONCLUSION

In this research, we have introduced AudioXtend, a technique for augmenting audiobook experiences with glanceable, AI-generated visuals via OHMDs. Designed to complement everyday activities — ranging from exercising to commuting — we leverage assisted reality technologies to enrich audio-first content. By doing so, visuals are positioned as a supportive, secondary content medium for incidental learning. Our multi-phase studies, including an initial empirical study, participatory design sessions, and a 3-day take-home field study, have provided comprehensive insights into immediate and 7-day content recall, narrative engagement, primary task efficiency and user experience. Notably, the integration of glanceable visual augmentations led to significant improvements without compromising primary task performance.

While we have demonstrated the potential of AudioXtend as a viable interface, we recognize that this work represents only one dimension in a broader design space. Future iterations of AudioXtend will build towards an adaptive model to understand the needs of everyday users and explore additional features for effective audio-first content delivery. As head-worn wearable devices continue to gain traction in everyday life, AudioXtend is a step towards designing multi-modal experiences that cater to the evolving information needs of the modern user. We hope as much to celebrate the innovations of digital technology as we do the craft of storytelling and joy of learning.
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Anna-Marie Orloﬀ, Lydia Guntner, Maximiliane Windl, Thomas Schmidt, Mar-
A LLM-ASSISTED WORKFLOW FOR NARRATIVE ILLUSTRATION GENERATION

We offer a step-by-step approach that researchers and designers can follow to generate AI-assisted visual augmentations for audio-books. We believe it provides a starting point for those interested in building on AudioXtend, noting however, that this should be updated in accordance to the rapidly evolving landscape of AI, with new research articles, methodologies and tools frequently released.

Step 1: Text Segmentation

Start by presenting the LLM (we used GPT-4) with the audio-book text segment that you plan to illustrate. Prompt: The following text is excerpted from a book. Please read through it and I will ask questions based on it: "Insert text" Ask the LLM to divide the text into parts, each deserving of its own illustration. Here, you can specify the number of parts you have in the set. Ask the LLM to present the LLM (we used GPT-4) with the audiobook text segment that you plan to illustrate. Here, you can specify the number of parts you have in the set.
Prompt: Separate the original paragraph into «X no. of total illustrations» parts based on the progression of the story. Each part should have a title with keywords.

The task of partitioning the text into segments that effectively capture its narrative essence is both subjective and complex, varying from one designer to another. We offer some theoretical and practical resources which the reader can refer to for inspiration and guidance, such as narratological principles as outlined by Bal [6], Carney and Levin’s “Guidelines for Educators Considering Text-Accompanying Illustrations,” [19] and criteria for identifying text-relevant illustrations as developed by Schallert [100].

**Step 2: Art Style Recommendations**

To decide on an art style that matches the tone and content of the audiobook, inquire about suitable art styles for the story segment. These provide options for designs which you can test.

Prompt: Recommend and describe three art styles for this particular story segment, from the most informative to the most minimalistic one. Excluded styles: «excluded styles»

As understood from earlier discussions, consider grayscale styles to minimize visual obstruction. For OHMD hardware such as the Xreal Light, black color on screen appears transparent, thus, a grayscale illustration is more likely to provide simpler illustrations.

Prompt: Only in black and white, grayscale, what are two styles that are very different?

**Step 3: Content Summarization**

To capture multi-dimensional features of each text segment, including photography angles, sentiment, interactions between characters, etc.

Prompt: Summarize each part in terms of: 1. Two adjectives to describe the sentiment. 2. Type and angle of shot in photography terms. 3. The title of the part. 4. One sentence that describes the background environment. 5. One sentence that describes the key characters and their interaction, if any. 6. Highlight the key objects, if any. Finally, create a table.

At this point, check the table for alignment with your creative objectives.

**Step 4: Image Generation Prompts**

Create image prompts that can be fed into an AI image-generation model. Specify the art style of your choice from Step 2.

Prompt: Now you are communicating with an image generation AI. Construct prompts for «X no. of total illustrations» illustrations based on these parts, in the style of «art style». Note that each prompt must be self-contained as the AI processes them individually. Remove instructions like "Generate an image".

**Step 5: Prompt Simplification**

Simplify the generated prompts to their essence for efficient image generation.